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• NINJAL is involved in developing Japanese language 
corpora 

– Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese 
(BCCWJ)  [Maekawa et al. 2014] 

– Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)  [Maekawa et al. 2000] 

– Corpus of Historical Japanese (CHJ)  [Kondo 2012] 

– NINJAL Web Japanese Corpus (NWJC)  [Asahara et al. 2014] 

– …… 

 

2 In these processes, we often encounter “new words.” 



In this presentation… 

• Introduce: 

– What a “new word” in Japanese is 

– Our electronic dictionary UniDic 

– How to register “new words” in UniDic ? 
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In our prescript, “new words” are classified 
following three types 

• New lemma 

– e.g., 
• エモい (emoi)←  emotional 

• バズる (bazuru)← go viral 

• New form variant 

– e.g.,  

• ヤパ (yapa)← as it was expected 

• New orthographic variant 

– e.g., 

• ぉぉきぃ (ookii) ← big 

4 ( ) is pronunciation. 



In Japanese literary text… 

• Kanji characters and Kana characters are used 
together 

– Kanji characters are ideograms 
• 亜, 阿, 唖, 吾, ... (a) 

– Kana characters are phonograms 

• あ, ぁ, ア, ァ, … (a) 

• Any Kana character represents one syllable 

– Like next slide ⇒… 
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Any Kana character represents one syllable 

• One Kana character represents one consonant onset 
with one vowel nucleus {a, i, u, e, o} or only one 
vowel 
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There are two ways to write kana characters 
and… 

• Using Hiragana characters or Katakana characters 

–  Like upper and lower cases in alphabets, they 
have correspondences (e.g., あ; a⇔ア; a) 

• True lower cases (e.g., あ; a⇔ぁ; a) and 
homophonic characters also exist 
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Some characters exist when we write one syllable! 
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Pronunciation Hiragana character 
⇔Corresponding 
Katakana character 

Homophonic Kanji 
characters 

a 
あ ア 亜, 阿, 唖, 吾, 

… ぁ ァ 

i 

い イ 異, 居, 意, 伊, 
… ぃ ィ 

ゐ ヰ 

o 

お オ 御, 尾, 男, 緒, 
… ぉ ォ 

を ヲ 

sa 
さ サ 差, 佐, 査, 詐, 

… 

ha 
は ハ 葉, 歯, 派, 刃, 

… 

wa 
わ ワ 和, 輪, 環, 倭, 

… は ハ 



Thus... 

• We often encounter new words that are formed by 
using the above homophonic characters and their 
heterographs, with their combinations, even for 
writing a single word. 

– e.g., orthographic spelling 大きい (ookii “big”) has the 
following variants: 
• おおきい 

• オオキイ 

• ぉぉきぃ (new spelling) 

• 大キィ (new spelling) 
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On the other hand…  

• A single word can be several forms 

– Literal  

• e.g., 矢張り (yahari) ← as it was expected 

– Somewhat colloquial  

• e.g., やっぱり (yappari) ← as it was expected 

– Colloquial  

• e.g., やっぱし (yappasi) ← as it was expected 

– Abbreviated  

• e.g., やぱ (yapa) ← as it was expected 

… 

10 These examples are all mean “as it was expected.” 



New lemmas also exist 

• e.g.,  
– エモい (emoi) ← emotional 

– バズる (bazuru) ← go viral 

– インスタ (insuta) ← Instagram 

– 令和 (reiwa) ← Japanese new era name 

… 

• Mostly noun or proper noun 
– Works name 

– Character name 

– Service name 

… 
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Rare case 
(became household words) 

↑ Almost others are ad hoc use 



“New words” in Japanese can appear as 

• Orthographic variants (おおきい vs. 大キィ) 

• Form variants (矢張り vs. やぱ) 

• New lemmas  (エモい, バズる, インスタ, 令和…)  

 

and be classified at these three levels ⇒ 
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“New words” classified at these three levels  

13 We implemented this tree structure as a relational database 



That is our Electronic Dictionary UniDic 

• UniDic, prescribed by the NINJAL, is the generic term for 

– the Design Policy. 

• The implementation of the policy as a relational database 
of an electronic dictionary for annotating plain texts with 
morphological information is 

– UniDicDB, a word database system. 

• The analysis dictionary for the morphological analyzer 
MeCab [Kudo et al. 2004], where the words exported from 
UniDicDB are entered is 

– UniDicMA [Den et al. 2008]. 
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Design policy 

• We apply a design policy called 

“hierarchical definition of word indexes” 

     to register new words in UniDic. 

• Under the policy, 

– a single lemma (e.g., 矢張り) has its various word forms 
written in Katakana characters (e.g., 矢張り←ヤハリ, 
ヤッパリ, ヤッパシ, ヤパ) as its children, 

– with each form having its orthographic variants as its 
children (e.g., ヤハリ←矢張り, やはり, ヤハリ).  
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Hierarchical definition of word indexes 

16 This is the same picture of p.13. 



Implements a relational database 
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UniDicDB 

UniDicDB contains about 200,000 lemmas and one million of their 
form and orthographic variants with rich morphological information 
(e.g., part of speech, lemmatized form, pronunciation, and accent).  



“New word” Detection & Registering (1) 

• An annotation phase starts not so much from plain 
text as from the outputted segmentation of MeCab, 
which has morphological information from UniDicDB. 

• We check the automatically produced result and 
correct the analysis errors. 

• New words (candidates) are detected in this phase!  
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“New word” Detection & Registering (2) 

• Then we carry out a search to ascertain whether the 
character string already exists in UniDicDB using 
UniDicExplorer: 

– User-friendly  interface 

• If it does not exist there, we consider whether the 
new word is obviously a new lemma or not. 

– In the case of a new lemma, we register it as such on 
UniDicDB by using UniDicExplorer. 

• If the lemma exists, we establish whether the it is an 
orthographic variant or a form variant. 
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Screenshot of UniDicExplorer 
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UniDicMA 

• Unfortunately, almost UniDic series are not 
accessible outside NINJAL. 

• Therefore, we published UniDicMA, which is 

– dumped data from UniDicDB . 

– able to access and process similar annotation of our 
corpora automatically for plain texts. 
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https://unidic.ninjal.ac.jp/ 



Trial version of UniDicMA 
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It’s fine today. 

https://unidic.ninjal.ac.jp/chamame/ 



Select dictionary 
and representation term (Morphological info.) 
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Result: Automatic segmentation and annotating 
morphological information 
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Conclusion 

• Introduce what a “new word” in Japanese is. 

– The new words can appear as orthographic variants, form 
variants, and new lemmas. 

– They can be classified at three levels. 

• Introduce “hierarchical definition of word indexes,” 
and how to register the new words in UniDicDB by 
using UniDicExplorer  

• But… they are not accessible outside NINJAL 

– Published UniDicMA, which is able to access and process 
similar annotation of ours automatically for plain texts 
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Thank you for listening. 
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